Butterfly eyes are random mosaics built of three ommatidia types, each with a different set of photoreceptors and pigments. What defines the combined features in each ommatidium? A new study has solved the puzzle.
Butterflies are flying jewels, and complex visual systems allow them to see mates, nectar sources and oviposition substrates in sparkling colours. Their retinas express up to five visual pigment opsins and use fluorescing and screening pigments to create up to 15 spectral sensitivities, and these often differ between both sexes [1] [2] [3] . Most puzzling, these retinae are random mosaics of types of ommatidia, each with a different subset of receptor types. A new study [4] led by Michael Perry from Claude Desplan's lab in New York, in collaboration with Kentaro Arikawa's lab at Sokendai in Hayama, has now solved this puzzle: they found the molecular basis of random retinal mosaics in butterflies ( Figure 1) .
To see the world in colour, an ideal eye should image each point with two or more photoreceptors sensitive to different parts of the spectrum of light. In insect compound eyes, each ommatidium indeed contains 8 or 9 photoreceptors with different spectral sensitivities that look at the same point in space.
This should give them the potential for ideal colour vision [5] but the reality is different. A fly has two and a bee or a butterfly has three types of ommatidia, each with a different subset of photoreceptors (Figures 1 and 2 ). In flies, bees and some butterflies, all ommatidia have 6 receptors in common, which share the same spectral sensitivity. These six receptors also have another common feature: their axons terminate in the first visual neuropil of the brain, the lamina, where they make contacts with interneurons called lamina monopolars.
The remaining photoreceptors in each ommatidium project directly to the second visual neuropil, called the medulla. In the model fly Drosophila melanogaster, these two remaining receptors, called R7 and R8, differ between their two ommatidial types. R7 has a distal rhabdom, just on top of the basal rhabdom of R8. In 70% of the ommatidia, called yellow (yellow symbols in Figure 2E ), R7 expresses the opsin gene Rh4 (resulting in a UV-sensitive pigment) and R8 expresses Rh6 (greensensitive). In the remaining 30%, called pale (blue symbols in Figure 2E ), R7 expresses Rh3 (also UV-sensitive), and R8 expresses Rh5 (blue-sensitive). Ten years ago, a team of researchers from Claude Desplan's lab [6] showed that a short expression burst of the transcription factor spineless at mid-pupation leads to expression of Rh4 in R7 cells, and this controls expression of Rh6 in R8 cells. Thus, a single transcription factor acts as a binary switch between both ommatidial types.
However, the highly derived eyes of Drosophila differ from those of other insects in many aspects. Bees and butterflies, for instance, have three types of ommatidia [1, 2, 7, 8] , and in each ommatidium, three photoreceptors project their axons to the medulla. These receptors are called R1, R2 and R9 -just to confuse researchers. R9 has a very small rhabdom basal in the ommatidium (Figure 1 ), and has turned out to be difficult to study. The other two receptors, R1 and R2, have distal rhabdoms and are well characterized [1,2,7,8]: in ommatidia of type I, one of them expresses a blue-, and the other a UV-sensitive opsin. In ommatidia of type II, both express the UVsensitive opsin, and in type III, both express the blue-sensitive opsin (Figures 1 and 2D ). In bees, this is the only difference between the three ommatidial types but in many butterfly species, ommatidial types differ in additional features. In the model buterfly Papilio xuthus, ommatidia of type II express a fluorescing pigment that changes the sensitivity of receptors expressing UVopsin to a narrow sensitivity in the violet range [1] . Four receptors that project to the lamina (called R5-R8) also differ in opsin expression and screening pigments (Figures 1 and 2D) .
Thus, the long-standing question has been: one transcription factor is sufficient to switch between two ommatidial types in flies, but what switches between three ommatidial types in butterflies?
Perry and colleagues [4] started by asking a simple question: if flies have 8 and butterflies have 9 photoreceptors in each ommatidium, which receptors are homologous? Clearly, 6 receptors projecting to the lamina are homologous, so the bet was between the remaining two or three. They found that the specific transcription factor (senseless, or Sens) defining R8 in flies is expressed in R9 of butterflies while the transcription factor marking R7 in flies (prospero, or pros) is expressed in R1 and R2 of butterflies. Thus, the distal receptors R1 and R2 of butterflies are homologous to R7 in flies, while the R9 of butterflies is homologous to the R8 of flies.
Next, Perry and colleagues [4] hypothesized that stochastic expression of the transcription factor spineless in each of R1 and R2 could be the switch they searched for. Testing this hypothesis required them to knockout spineless expression by CRISPR/Cas9. And indeed, they found that spineless and the opsin gene coding for the blue-sensitive visual pigment of the butterfly were expressed in the same receptors and specified all the features defining ommtidial types: if one of R1/R2 expressed spineless, it led to ommatidial type I, if none of the two receptors expressed spineless, ommatidial type II developed, and if both R1 and R2 expressed it, ommatidial type III developed. Stochastic expression of spineless in 50% of all receptors R1 and R2 thus explains this ommatidial mosaic. The nymphalid butterfly Vanessa cardui showed the same pattern, indicating it is generally valid for butterflies. Very likely, even bees follow the rule, with expression of spineless in 30% of their ommatidia [4] . Now why is this finding so exciting? First, it is a great example showing that CRISPR/Cas9 now allows us to study basically any fascinating organism, not only model species such as Drosophila. With exciting new findings of duplicated visual opsin genes in odonates [9] and some beetles [10] , this opens exciting lines of research.
Second, the similarity between ommatidial switch in genetically accessible Drosophila and butterflies indicates that results obtained in the former can be more general than expected. Another such similarity was discovered a few years ago: contrary to earlier assumptions, Schnaitmann and colleagues proved that flies, just like other insects, use all photoreceptors for colour processing, not only R7 and R8 as previously thought [11, 12] . Maybe studying Drosophila, where every single neuron in the visual pathways can be identified [13] , will finally allow us to understand how colour information is processed in insect brains in general?
Third, and maybe most exciting, we have seen yet another example of how stochastic expression of transcription factors controls important characteristics of an organ. The observation that gene expression is a stochastic process is certainly not new, but its full importance for developmental processes is certainly not fully understood [14] . The visual system seems an ideal model for studying this general phenomenon.
Finally, while it is great to know how the ommatidial mosaic of the butterfly retina is generated, we are left with the question of how it serves vision. Why don't butterflies have a regular retinal mosaic?
Any commercial video camera has a regular mosaic of pixels that 'see' red, green and blue light (Figure 2A) . Even Figure 1 . The model butterfly with three types of ommatidia in its compound eyes.
Papilio xuthus (left), the butterfly model for complex colour vision, has helped Michael Perry and colleagues [4] to answer a long-standing question: opsin gene expression in the three ommatidial types (right) is determined by the independent stochastic expression of a single gene, spineless, in two distal photoreceptors R1 and R2, which are homologous to R7 in the fly as seen by the expression of pros: spineless ON leads to expression of PxBlue, spineless OFF to expression of PxUV, and either a UVsensitive receptor in ommatidial type I or two violet-sensitive receptors in ommatidial type II. This switch also determines expression of Pxred or PxG2, or both, in the proximal receptors R5-R8. Photo courtesy of Kentaro Arikawa.
animals can create regular mosaics: fish retinae have regular mosaics of cones sensitive to ultraviolet, blue, green and red light ( Figure 2B ), and in bird retinae, the 5 different cone types are arranged in a mosaic that is just as regular as possible, given that each type occurs at a different frequency [15] . Even in the human retina, the S-cones (sensitive to the shortwavelength, blue part of the spectrum) build a regular mosaic ( Figure 2C ). However, our M and L cones (sensitive to green and red parts of the spectrum) build a random mosaic ( Figure 2C ). The stochastic process conrolling this random mosaic differs from the switch described in flies and butterflies: the duplication of the L/M opsin gene about 30 million years ago resulted in two coding regions for L and M opsin, but only one regulatory region. The random mosaic is thought to result from stochastic pairing between this single control region and either the L or M opsin gene promotor [16] . While many questions regarding human, and generally primate, colour vision are also still open, here we know quite a bit about the neural processing of colour-opponent signals (see e.g. [17] ).
Understanding colour vision may require additional steps involving collaboration between labs working on insect and primate colour vision, respectively. After all, our eyes are built using the same transcription factors [18] and the same models can be used to describe primate and insect colour vision [19] . Thus, the general rules of colour vision may be similar as well. 
